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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

Review 1 

Global Foundation Manual is a comprehensive teaching book, bringing everyone               

who believes into a basic understanding of Christian principles and values. Many 

ministers outside of Gospel Addicts Global Church are also using this manual as 

a topical teaching guide, teaching sermons and bible classes. Teachings from this 

manual can be applied at any and every level of your walk with Christ 

[highly recommended]                                                                   Download Now 

Booklets 

Review 2 

While we study the Bible, it is important for us to know the timeline of major 

events in the Bible as the story of redemption unfolds; it gives us a better 

understanding and increase revelation when we study the Word of God with the 

guideline of the Bible Timeline. The plan of Salvation was made available from 

after the first man has sinned; but major events had to take place before God 

came in the form of Jesus as the ultimate sacrifice for sin              Download Now 

 

Review 3 

Do you want to read the entire Bible with understanding, but are not sure how to 

go about it? We have compiled a 2 page 1 Year Bible Reading Plan for you, 

which you can print, with tick boxes as you read daily to keep record of your 

reading. This Bible Reading Plan can be used effectively with The Bible 

Timeline                                                                                           Download Now 

 

Review 4 

Our Ministry Magazine shares news on Gospel Addicts Global Church’s work, as 

well as our Vision, Statement of Faith, our Church History and Credentials, 

together with what’s coming in 2019                                              Download Now 

Ministry Books 

Review 5 

Satan is the counterfeit of God; and he has deceived the church for a very long 

time to believe things which are not really biblically true. In this book, we take a 

look at the misconcept of spiritual realities and what spiritual warfare really is. 

We don’t want to give the message of the book away by sharing too much, but 

we encourage you to get your copy today for free; and start living a higher life in 

the truth of God’s revelation                                                            Download Now 

Holy Sacraments 

Review 6 

Water Baptism is biblical; however, many don’t fully understand 

why we ought to do it, while some churches do it wrong as well. 

These 2 booklets serve as comprehensive classes which can be 

adopted in your church; and will also give you a deeper 

understanding on the subject, while it will also answer many 

questions                                          Download Now – Vol.1 & Vol.2 
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Review 7 

The Bible tells us that anyone who partakes of the Holy Communion unworthily 

is taking condemnation unto themselves. We share some vital revelations on the 

Holy Communion, the importance of taking it, why we should take it more often, 

who should minister it, and where we should take it                       Download Now 

 

 

Review 8 

Marriage is holy in the sight of God; and when a couple enters marriage, they 

enter into a tri-angle of God at the top, husband at the right corner, and wife at 

the left corner. Pre-Marital Counseling is vital for every couple to have genuine 

understanding what marriage means in the sight of God. Many questions will also 

arise; but what is most important is the value of love the couple has for one 

another and as a unit together loving and serving God                   Download Now 

Series 

Review 9 

With 4 titles: 

The Gates of the Kingdom 

Rebuilding the Temple of the Lord 

God Seeks True Worshippers 

The Power of Praying in Tongues 

…we share insightful teachings which will equip you for a successful Christian 

life at every level                                                                             Download Now 

 

Review 10 

In this series we deal with titles such as: 

Healing 

Spiritual Warfare 

Manifestation of the Sons of God 

Gifts 

…revealing the blessings of the Supernatural Life                         Download Now 

 

Review 11 

Searching out the rich revelation of scripture, as He is, so are we in this world; 

we highlight the nature of God’s creatures with 4 titles in this series: 

 Prayer 

Seeing People with God’s Eyes 

The Ability to Recreate 

Born of the Nature of God                                                          Download Now 

 

Review 12 

With to bonus titles: 

Born Free & A Perfect Stranger in You; taking an in-depth look at how God 

wants us to deal with those in our sphere of contacts, reaching out to the lost, and 

ministering salvation unto the lost. This series continues with 5 insightful 

teachings titled: 

The Kingly Heritage 
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No Weapon Formed Against You 

God’s Swordsman 

Custodians of Glory 

End Time Prophesy                                                                    Download Now 

 

Review 13 

With another 4 part series, we look at the wonderful life of Christianity, with 

profound teachings on: 

 Experiencing the Ministering of Angels 

 Your Walk with the Spirit 

 The Glory of His Presence 

 Standing in Jesus’ Stead 

…which will lead you to live a higher life in Christ                       Download Now 

 

Review 14 

Every Christian has been called to be a leader in their sphere of contacts; being 

the expressed representative of Christ to their world; but some have never been 

taught the key values of Christian leadership. With 4 basic teaching, titled: 

 Qualities of Leadership 

 The Lost Art of Leadership 

 Effective Christian Leadership 

 The Root of Ministry Effectiveness 

…we teach Christians the vital values and principles of sound leadership, 

instilling Gospel truths that will set you apart for successful leading; which 

ultimately leads glory                                                                      Download Now 

 

2019 Book Releases 

Review 15 

It is of vital importance that a Christian leader discovers his/her identity in Christ. 

In this book, we address Called Christian Leaders, instilling leadership values 

which will not only lead you to be a successful leader in your community, but 

also in ministry. We look at the Christian leader’s true identity hidden in Christ, 

identifying how God called leaders in the Old Testament, look at some of the 

challenges leaders face and how to deal with it, how to use the Word of God 

effectively, seven key pillars of leadership, and the characteristics of courageous 

leaders. This book will bring you into the light of true Christian leadership at 

every level and platform of ministry, igniting a fire which will become your drive 

in your ministry 

 

Review 16 

A two volume teaching book with a survey in volume 1 on the Old 

Testament and in volume 2 on the New Testament; highlighting the 

redemption plan of God throughout history, relating it to our today 

reality, and God’s ultimate plan of eternal life to everyone who 

believes and walks in God’s perfect will. Volume 1 especially looks 

at some of the more difficult passages found in the Old Testament, 

which sometimes leaves us with unanswered question. 
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We will also look at how; form the beginning, God’s redemption plan for all mankind points to 

Jesus, and how we can relate it to our lives today. Volumes 1 & 2 individually contains a survey 

of Old and New Testament, studying the Bible timeline, purging of sins, the foreshadows of 

salvation and the working out of salvation, the message of faith, and walking righteously to 

mention a few. Both volumes also contains reference pages, an in-document dictionary, linked 

to ‘Google Dictionary’, Bible Readings for pre-insights on teachings, and a 1 year Bible 

Reading Plan. 

 

The Outcome: These two volumes will give you great insight on understanding the Bible, as it 

shares profound revelations. It will equip you with sound biblical knowledge as an individual 

and as an effective minister of Biblical realities. Ultimately, your faith will be increased and you 

will be refreshed in courage as it awakens and stirs up the anointing in you by the Spirit. 
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